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U.S. stocks suffered a sharp selloff on Monday but avoided a much uglier loss for the main

benchmarks, as investors contended with the COVID-19 trajectory in Europe and a lack of

progress toward another round of fiscal stimulus out of Washington. Major global banks

also faced pressure, after weekend news reports claimed that lenders continued doing

business with customers suspected of illicit activity and wrongdoing.

Asian shares opened weaker on Tuesday on concerns about new pandemic lockdowns in

Europe and after reports about financial institutions allegedly moving illicit funds hurt

global banking stocks.

Seven members of the Fed will speak this week, including Chairman Jerome Powell

appearing before congressional committees, and investors will be looking for hints to

determine the dollar's direction.

Gold slumped over 2% on Monday, sliding to its lowest level in more than a month, as a

broader market sell-off driven by uncertainty over more U.S. fiscal stimulus pressured the

precious complex along with a stronger dollar. Silver plunged 8.3% to $24.53, its lowest

level in over a month. Oil prices plunged about 4.4% on Monday.

Commodity PulseGLOBAL MARKET ROUND UP
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COMEX Gold Spot COMEX Silver Spot

Bullion prices witnessed sell off on Monday with COMEX spot gold prices fell by more than 2% while

spot silver prices at COMEX plunged by 9% fort the day.

Bullion prices declined on sharp dollar recovery as safe haven buying switched to dollar with rising

virus cases and fear of another lockdown in Europe and UK. Gold prices are down nearly 10% from an

all-time high hit in early August as hopes of further stimulus dwindled.

We expect gold prices to trade sideways to down with support at $1880 and resistance at $1930. MCX

Gold October support at Rs. 49800, resistance lies at Rs. 51200. MCX Silver has important support at

Rs. 60000 and resistance at Rs. 63500.
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MCX Crude Oil Aug 2020 MCX Natural Gas Aug 2020

Crude oil prices traded lower with benchmark WTI crude oil fell by 4% to below $40 levels for the day.

Natural gas prices plunged by more than 9% on weaker demand in spot market over cooler

temperatures.

Crude oil prices declined in addition to weak global cues on lift of oil blockade in Libya which has

retuned Libyan output back to the market. Workers at Libya's major Sharara field have restarted

operations after National Oil Corporation announced a partial lifting of force majeure.

We expect oil prices to trade sideways to down for the day with support at $37 and resistance at $42.

MCX Crude oil October futures has support at Rs. 2850 with resistance at Rs.2990.

Oct Oct
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LME Copper 3M Forward LME Nickel 3M Forward

Base metals prices traded lower witnessing selling across board on Monday with Nickel, Zinc and Copper

declined the most.

Base metals traded under pressure on stronger dollar against major currencies and sell off in equity

segment over fear of second wave of virus infections in Europe and UK. The UK has announced lockdown

for 21 days raising fear of lockdown measures in other parts of the world.

We expect base metals to trade sideways to down with MCX copper resistance at Rs. 530 and support at

Rs. 520. MCX Nickel support lies at Rs. 1045 and resistance at Rs. 1090.
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TECHNICAL LEVELS

COMMODITY MOVEMENT

Exchange Commodity S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3

MCX Gold 47806 48810 49641 50645 51476 52480 53311

MCX Silver 51467 56065 58691 63289 65915 70513 73139

MCX Crude Oil 2635 2751 2820 2936 3005 3121 3190

MCX Natural Gas 111.77 122.13 128.47 138.83 145.17 155.53 161.87

MCX Copper 498.73 509.92 517.43 528.62 536.13 547.32 554.83

MCX Lead 139.85 142.05 144.15 146.35 148.45 150.65 152.75

MCX Zinc 182.77 186.68 189.67 193.58 196.57 200.48 203.47

MCX Nickel 989.40 1018.30 1041.10 1070.00 1092.80 1121.70 1144.50

MCX Aluminium 139.47 140.78 142.12 143.43 144.77 146.08 147.42

MCX Cotton 17627 17723 17807 17903 17987 18083 18167

MCX CPO 759.83 775.97 786.23 802.37 812.63 828.77 839.03

MCX Mentha Oil 911.10 923.10 930.00 942.00 948.90 960.90 967.80

Exchange Commodity Open High Low Close % Change Volume Open Int

MCX Gold 51650 51650 49815 50471 -2.41 19072 7899

MCX Silver 67888 67888 60664 61316 -9.67 45852 15780

MCX Crude Oil 3053 3053 2868 2888 -4.28 21821 1471

MCX Natural Gas 148.10 149.20 132.50 134.80 -10.43 273929 10736

MCX Copper 539.80 539.80 521.10 524.95 -2.22 25829 2716

MCX Lead 148.55 148.55 144.25 146.25 -1.45 4234 776

MCX Zinc 197.30 197.50 190.60 192.65 -2.63 13032 1886

MCX Nickel 1098.00 1098.90 1047.20 1063.90 -2.47 18217 1173

MCX Aluminium 144.45 144.75 142.10 143.45 -0.69 2627 320

MCX Cotton 17990 18000 17820 17890 0.06 238 743

MCX CPO 808.20 818.50 792.10 796.50 -1.58 2840 3302

MCX Mentha Oil 945.50 954.00 935.10 936.90 -1.31 61 119
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